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Preface

It you are a scientist, an analyst, a consultant, or anybody else who has to prepare

technical documents or reports, one of the most importantskills you need to have is

the ability to make compelling data visualizations, generally in
the

form of figures.

Figures
will

typically carry the weight of your arguments. They need to be clear,

attractive, and convincing. The difference between good and bad figures
can be the

difference between a highly influential or an obscure paper, a grantor contract won

or lost, a jobinterview gonewell or poorly.
And yet, there are

surprisingly few
resour

ces to teach you how to make compellingdata visualizations.
Few

colleges offer cour
seson this topic, and there are not that many books on this topic either.

(Some
exist,

of course.) Tutorials for plotting software typically focus on how to achievespecific

visual effects rather than explaining why certain choices arepreferred and others not.

In your day-to-day work, you aresimplyexpected to know how to make good figures,

and if youre lucky you have a patient adviser who teaches you a few tricks as you're

writing your first scientific papers.

In the context of writing, experienced editors talk about "ear" the ability to hear

(internally,asyou read apiece ofprose) whether the writing is any good. I thinkthat

when it comes to figures and other visualizations, we similarly need "eye" the ability

to look at a figure and seewhether it is balanced, clear,and compelling.And just as is

the case with writing the ability to seewhether a figure works or not can be learned.

Having eye means primarily that you are aware of a larger collection of simple rules

and principles of good visualization, and that you pay attention to little details that

otherpeoplemight not.

In my experience, again just as in writing you dont develop eye by reading a book

over the weekend. It is a lifelong process, and concepts that are too complex or too

subtle for you today may make much more sense five years from now. I can say for

myselfthat I continue to evolve in my understanding of figure preparation. I rou-

tinely try to expose myselfto new approaches,and I pay attention to the visual and

design choices others make in their figures. Im also open to changing my mind. I

might today consider a given figure great, but next month I might find a reason to



criticize
it. So with this in mind, please don't take anything I sayasgospel. Think crit-

ically
about my reasoning for certain choices and decide whether you want to adopt

them or not

While
the

materials in this book are presented in a logical progrèssion, most chapters
can

stand
on

their own,
and there is no need to read thebook

cover
to cover. Feel fre

to skip around,
to pick out a specific section that you're interested in at the moment,

or one that covers a particular design choice you're pondering.In fact, I think you
will get the most out of this book if you don't read it all at once, but rather read it

piecemeal
over longer stretches of time, try to apply just a few concepts from the

book in your figuremaking, and come back to read about other conceptsor reread

sections on concepts you learned about a while back. You may find that the same

chapter tells you different things if you reread it after a few months havepassed.

Even though nearly all of the figures in this book were made with R and ggplot2, I do

notseethis asan R book. I am talking about general principles offigure preparation.
The software used to

make
the

figures
is incidental. You

can
use any plotting software

you want to generate the kinds of figures I'm showing here. However, ggplot2and

similar packages
make many of the techniques I'm using much simplerthan other

plotting libraries. Importantly, because this is not an R book,Ido not discuss code or

programming technigques anywhere in this book. I want you to focus on theconcepts
and

the figures, not
on thecode.Ifyou arecurious about how any ofthe figures were

made, you can check out
the books sourcecode at its GitHub repository (https://

github.com/clauswilke/ dataviz).

Thoughtson Graphing Software and Figure-Preparation

Pipelines

I
have

overtwo decades ofexperience preparing
figures for scientificpublications and

have made thousandsof figures. If there has been one constant over these two deca-

des, it's

been
the change in

figure
preparation pipelines. Every few years, a new plot-

ting library is developed or a new paradigm arises, and large groups of scientists

switch over to thehot new toolkit.I havemade
figures using gnuplot,Xfig, Mathema-

tica, Matlab, matplotlib in Python, base R, ggplot2 in R, and possibly others I cant

currently remember. My current preferred approach is ggplot2in R,but I dont expect
that I'll continueusing it until I retire.

This constant change in software platforms is one of the key reasonswhy this book is

not a programming book and why I have left out all code examples.Iwant this book
to be useful to you regardless of which software you use, and I want it to remain val
uable even once everybody has moved on from ggplot2and is using the next new
thing. I realize that this choice may be

frustrating to some ggplot2users who would
like to know how I made a given figure. However, anybody who is curiousabout my

xii Preface



coding techniques can read the sourcecode of the book. It is
available.

Also, in the

future I may release a supplementarydocument focused just on the code.

One thing I have learned over the
years

is
that automation

is
yourfriend.I think fig-

ures shouldbe autogenerated as part of the
data analysis pipeline (which

should
also

be automated),and they should come out of the
pipeline ready

to be sent to the

printer, with no manual post-processing needed. I see a
lot

of
trainees autogenerate

rough drafts oftheir figures, which they then import into
Illustrator for

sprucingup
There are several reasons why this is a bad idea.

First, the moment you manually
edit

a figure, your final figure becomes irreproducible. A
third party cannotgenerate

the

exact same figure you did. While this may not matter much if all you did was change

the font ofthe axis labels, the lines areblurry, and it's easy to cross over
into territory

where things areless clear-cut. As an example,let's
sayyou want

to
manually replace

cryptic labels with more readable ones. A
third party may not be able

to
verify

that

the label replacement was appropriate. Second, if you addalot of
manual post-

processing to your figure-preparation pipeline, then you will be
more

reluctant
to

make any changes or redoyour work. Thus, you may ignore reasonable requests for

change made by collaborators or colleagues, or you may be
tempted

to reuse an
old

figure
even though youve actually regenerated all the data. Third,you may yourself

forget what exactly you did to prepare a givenfigure, or you may not
be able

to
gener-

ate a future figure on new data that exactly visually matches your earlier figure. These

are not made-up examples. I've seen all of them play out with real peopleand real

publications.

For all these reasons, interactive plot programs are a bad idea. They inherently force

you to manually prepare your figures. In fact, it's probably better to autogeneratea

figure draft and spruceit up in Ilustrator than to make the entire figure by hand in

some interactive plot program. Please be aware that Excel is an interactive plot pro-

gram aswell and is not recommended for
figure preparation (ordata analysis).

One critical component in a book on data visualization is the feasibility of the pro-

posed visualizations. It's nice to invent some elegant new type ofvisualization, but if

nobody can easily generatefigures using this visualization then there isn't much use

to it. For
example,

when Tufte first proposed sparklines nobody had an easy way of

making them. While we need visionaries who move the world forward by pushing
the envelopeofwhat's possible, I envision this book to be practical and directly appli-

cable to working data scientists preparing figures for their publications. Therefore,

the visualizations I propose in the subsequentchapters can be generatedwith a few

lines of R code via ggplot2and readily available extensionpackages. In fact, nearly

everyfigure in this book, with the exception of a few figures in Chapters 26,27, and

28,was autogenerated exactly asshown.
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